What we understand is what we get:
Assessment in Spreadsheets
Abstract
Spreadsheets are heavily employed because of their intuitive, flexible, and direct
approach to computation. In previous work we have studied how an explicit representation of the background knowledge associated with the spreadsheet can be exploited to
alleviate usability problems with spreadsheet-based applications. The SACHS system
implements this approach to provide a semantic help system for DCS, an Excel-based
financial controlling system. In this paper, we evaluate the (comprehension) coverage
of the SACHS system with a “Wizard of Oz” experiment and see that while SACHS
fares much better than DCS alone, it systematically misses important classes of explanations. For supporting judgement about the information contained in spreadsheets,
we provide a first approach for an “assessment module” in SACHS.
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Introduction

Spreadsheets are great active documents, they are intuitive, flexible, and offer a direct approach to computation. Unfortunately, an obverse statement is eqally true, as they are errorprone but high-impact, widely-disseminated but poorly documented, and contain actual
data in legacy form (see e.g. [Pan00, Mur08]). Support for comprehending spreadsheets
is often concerned with data visualization techniques and data/formula dependency graphs
(see [BP08] and [HM08] resp. as examples). User assistance like a help system seems to
be another valuable approach but still largely missing except for a documentation-throughannotation approach in [Din09] and conceptual recognition of an interpretation issue in [?].
In our previous research we addressed this issue with semantic technology resulting
in the SACHS system [KK09a, KK09b, KK09c, KK09d]. It is a semantic help system for
“DCS”, a financial controlling system based on Excel [Mic89] in daily use at the German
Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI). Here, a spreadsheet is illustrated with a
semi-formal ontology of the relevant background knowledge via an interpretation mapping.
The formal parts of the ontology are then used to control the aggregation of help texts (from
the informal part of the ontology) about the objects in the spreadsheet. This enables in turn
new semantic interaction services like “semantic navigation” or “framing” (see [KK09d])
from within the spreadsheet.
H ODNIGG and M ITTERMEIR state that “comprehension of a workbook is non-trivial as there
are several factors that aggravate its comprehension.” [HM08, p. 82]. But what are the necessary
factors for comprehension? With the SACHS system in a usable state, we have evaluated
coverage with a Wizard-of-Oz experiment. Interestingly, this has revealed that the DCS
system only models the factual part of the situation it addresses, while important aspects for
‘understanding the numbers’ remain implicit — and as a consequence the SACHS system
also fails to tackle them. For instance, users often ask questions like “Is it good or bad if
this cell has value 0.992?” and experienced controllers may tell users “Cell E6 must always
be higher than E15”. We consider this knowledge (which we call assessment knowledge)
to be an essential part of the background knowledge to be modeled in the semantically
enhanced spreadsheet systems, since we can only profit from help if it is understood in ‘all’
its consequences. In particular, the assessment knowledge must be part of user assistance
(e.g. answering the first question) and can be used to issue warnings (e.g. if the controller’s
invariant inherent in the second statement is violated).
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Figure 1: A Simple (Extended) Spreadsheet after [Win06]
To keep the paper self-contained we give a short overview of the SACHS system in the
next section, followed by the coverage evaluation experiment in section 3. We will present
a preliminary approach for modelling the background knowledge involved in assessment in
section 4 and envision how this can be used in the SACHS system in section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper and discusses future research directions.

2 SACHS: Semantic Annotation for a Controlling Help System
For SACHS a foundational stance is used, where spreadsheets are considered as semantic
documents. In particular, the formula representation represents the computational part of
the semantic relations about how values were obtained. To compensate this diagnosed computational bias the two existing semantic layers of a spreadsheet — the surface structure and
the formulae — are augmented by one that makes the intention of the spreadsheet author
explicit (see [KK09a]).
There, the central concept is that of a functional block1 in a spreadsheet, i.e., a rectangular region in the grid where the cells can be interpreted as input/output pairs of a function
(the intended function of the functional block). For instance, the cell range [B17:F17] in
figure 12 (highlighted with the selection of [B17] by a borderline) is a functional block,
since the cells represent profits as a function π of time; the pair h1984, 1.662i of values of
the cells [B4] and [B17] is one of the pairs of π. The semantic help functionality of the
SACHS system is based on an interpretation mapping, i.e., a meaning-giving function that
maps functional blocks to concepts in a background ontology. For instance our functional
block [B17:F17] is interpreted to be the function of “Actual Profits at SemAnteX Corp.”
which is assumed to be available in the semantic background.
In [KK09a] the SACHS information and system architecture is presented. It is shown
how the semantic background can be used to give semantic help to the user on several levels
like labels, explanations (as showcased in figure 3) and dependency graphs like the one for
cell [G9] in figure 2. This graph-based interface allows the user to navigate the structured
background ontology by definitional structure of intended functions. In this case the graph
1
2

Our notion of “functional block” seems to be somewhat similar to A BRAHAM’s “regions” [Abr05]
This spreadsheet is our running example, also taken up in section 4.
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Figure 2: Dependency Graph with ’uses’-Edges
also reveals that the spreadsheet concerns the profit statement of the business “SemAnteX
Corp.”, which is not represented in the spreadsheet alone.
While the information about functional blocks and the meaning of their values (e.g.
units), the provenance of data, and the meaning of formulae provided by the semantic
background are important information, the development process made it painfully clear
that the interpretation (hence the information provided by the SACHS system to the user) is
strongly dependent on the author’s point of view — how she frames the data. A first theory
of framing based on theory-graphs and theory morphisms was developped in [KK09d].
Based on this extended
interaction facilities were
developed. Among others, this enables the
SACHS system to (i) tailor the help texts to
the frame chosen by
the user (and thus presumably to the task
she pursues; see three
distinct explanations in
figure 3), and (ii) to
provide frame alternatives for exploring the
space of possible spreadFigure 3: Explanations within Distinct Frames
sheet variants e.g. for
different prognosis scenarios.
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Help Needed, but Where?

To develop the domain ontology for the background knowledge of the DFKI Controlling
system we organized interviews with a DFKI expert on the topic and recorded them as MP3
streams3 . Even though these interviews were not originally intended as a “Wizard of Oz”
experiment, in the following we will interpret them so. A “Wizard of Oz” experiment
is a research experiment in which subjects interact with a computer system that subjects
believe to be autonomous, but which is actually being operated or partially operated by an
unseen human being (see [Wik09]). Here, the interviewee plays the part of an ideal SACHS
system and gives help to the interviewer who plays the part of the user. This experiment
gives us valuable insights about the different qualities of knowledge in a user assistance system, which the expert thought was necessary to understand the specific controlling system
spreadsheet.
When studying the MP3 streams, we were surprised that in many cases a question of
“What is the meaning of . . . ” was answered by the expert with up to six of the following
explanation types, the occurrence rate of which relative to the number of knowledge items
is listed in the brackets:
1. Definition (Conceptual) [71.8%]
A definition of a knowledge item like a functional block is a thorough description of
its meaning. For example the functional block “cover ratio per project in a research
area” was defined as the percentage rate to which the necessary costs are covered by
the funding source and own resources.
2. Purpose (Conceptual) [46.2%]
The purpose of a knowledge item in a spreadsheet is defined by the spreadsheet author’s intention, in particular, the purpose explains why the author put the information
in. A principal investigator of a project or the respective department head e.g. needs
to get the information about its cover ratio in order to know whether either more costs
have to be produced to exploit the full funding money or more equity capital has to
be acquired.
3. Assessment of Purpose [30.8%]
Given a purpose of a knowledge item in a spreadsheet, its reader must also be able
to reason about the purpose, i.e., the reader must be enabled to draw the intended
conclusions/actions or to assess the purpose. For understanding whether the cover
ratio is as it is because not enough costs have yet been produced, the real costs have
to be compared with the necessary costs. If they are still lower, then the costs should
be augmented, whereas if they are already exploited, then new money to cover the
real costs is needed.
4. Assessment of Value [51.3%]
Concrete values given in a spreadsheet have to be interpreted by the reader as well
in order to make a judgement of the data itself, where this assessment of the value is
a trigger for putting the assessment of purpose to work. For instance, the size of the
cover ratio number itself tells the informed reader whether the project is successful
from a financial standpoint. If the cover is close to 100%, “everything is fine” would
be one natural assessment of its value.
3

We recorded three interview sessions amounting to approximately 1.5 hrs concerning 39 distinct knowledge
items and containing 110 explanations.
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5. Formula [23.1%]
With a given formula for a value in a spreadsheet’s cell the reader knows exactly
how the value was computed, so that she can verify her understanding of its intention
against the author’s. Note that a lot of errors in spreadsheets result from this distinction. In our experiment, if a value of a cell was calculated with a formula explicitly
given in the spreadsheet, then the expert explained the dependency of the items in the
formula, but restricted from just reading the formula aloud. In particular, he pointed
to the respective cells and tried to convey the notion of the formula by visualizing
their dependency, not so much what the dependency was about.
6. Provenance [43.6%]
The provenance of data in a cell describes how the value of this data point was obtained, e.g. by direct measurement, by computation from other values via a spreadsheet formula, or by import from another source; see [MGM+ 08] for a general discussion of provenance. In our interviews — as many of the data of the concrete spreadsheet were simply an output of the underlying controlling data base — the provenance
explanations mostly referred to the specific data base where the data comes from. But
when the formula for a value was computed, but not within Excel, the expert tried to
give the formula as provenance information, e.g. in the case of the cover ratio. This
knowledge was often very difficult to retrieve afterwards for the creation of the semantic document.
7. History [15.4%]
The history, i.e., the creation process of a spreadsheet over time, often is important
to understand its layout that might be inconsistent with its intention. For instance,
if an organizational change occurs that alleviates the controlling process and makes
certain information fragments superfluous, then those fragments will still be shown in
the transition phase and beyond, even though their entropy is now 100% in the most
of cases.
These seven explanation types were distilled from the recorded set of 110 explanations. The
percentages given can function as a relevance ranking done by the expert with respect to
the importance of explanation types for providing help.
Figure 4 portrays the distribution of occurrences according to each
type. The “Wizard of Oz” experiment interpretation suggests that figure 4 showcases the user requirements for SACHS as a user assistance
system (see also [NW06]). In particular, we can now evaluate the SACHS
system with respect to this figure.
Unsurprisingly, Definition explanations were the most frequent ones.
Indeed, the SACHS system addresses
Figure 4: Help Needed — But Where?
this explanation type either with the
theory graph-based explanation interface in figure 2 or the direct help text generator shown in figure 3. But the next two types
are not covered in the SACHS system, even though it can be argued that the ontology-based
SACHS architecture is well-suited to cope with Purpose explanations — indeed, some of
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the purpose-level explanations have erroneously found their way into SACHS definitions,
where they rather should have been classified as ‘axioms and theorems’ (which are currently not supported by the SACHS interface). The next explanation category (Provenance;
16%) has been anticipated in the SACHS architecture (see [KK09a]) but remains unimplemented in the SACHS system. The Assessment of Purpose type is completely missing
from SACHS as well as Assessment of Value. Explanations of type Formula are only
rudimentarily covered in SACHS by virtue of being a plugin that inherits the formula bar
from its host application Excel, which has some formula explanation functionality. Finally,
the explanation type History is also not yet covered in SACHS.
To summarize the situation: Excel is able to give help for 8% of the explanations we
found in the help of a human expert. The implemented SACHS system bumps this up to
33%, while the specified SACHS system can account for 50%. Even though this is certainly
an improvement, it leaves much more to be desired than we anticipated. In particular, we
draw the conclusion that background knowledge that ’only’ contains a domain ontology is
simply not enough.
We will try to remedy parts of this in the remainder of this paper. In particular, we
take up the problem of Assessment of Value explanations. On the one hand, it is ranked
second in the list of explanation types with a stunningly high percentage of 51.3%, which
can be interpreted as the second-best type of explanations from the point of view of our
expert. On the other hand, the very nice thing about assessment for computational data is
that we can hope for a formalization of its assessment in the form of formulas, which can
be evaluated by the spreadsheet player in turn.

4

Modelling Assessment

A first-hand approach of complementing spreadsheets with assessment knowledge could be
the inclusion of Assessment of Value information into the definition text itself. In the
concrete SACHS ontology we felt that we had no other choice in order to convey as much
knowledge as possible, it is ontologically speaking a very impure approach (hence wrong)
as such judgements do not solely depend on the concept itself. For instance, they also
depend on the respective Community of Practice: At one institution e.g. a cover ratio of
95% might be judged as necessary, at another 100% (or more) might be expected.
So before we address the question of how to model assessment, first we have to take a
closer look at assessment itself: What is it about? Assessments consist of value judgements
passed on situations modeled by (parts of) spreadsheets. As such, we claim that assessments
are deeply in the semantic realm. To strengthen our intuition, let us consider some examples;
we will use a slightly varied version of the simple spreadsheet document in figure 1, which
we have already used in [KK09a, KK09d] for this. The following can be considered typical
assessment statements:
I) “Row 6 looks good.”
II) “The revenues look good.”
III) “I like this [points to cell [E17]] but that [points to cell [F17]] is a disaster.”
IV) “I like the profit in 1987 but of course not that in 1988.”
V) “Upper Management will be happy about the leftover funds in [nn] that they can now
use elsewhere, but the PI of the project will be angry that he got less work out of the
project than expected. Not to mention the funding agency; they cannot be told of this
at all, because it violates their subsistence policy.”
On the surface, the first statement refers to a row in the spreadsheet, but if we look closer,
then we see that this cannot really be the case, since if we shift the whole spreadsheet by one
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row, then we have to readjust the assessment. So it has to be about the intended meaning
of row 6, i.e., the development of revenues over the years. Indeed we can paraphrase I with
II — another clue that the assessments are really about situations modeled by a functional
block in the spreadsheet. But assessments are not restricted to functional blocks as statements III and IV only refer to individual cells. Note again that the statements are not about
the numbers 0.992 and -0.449 (numbers in themselves are not good or bad, they just are).
Here the assessment seems to be intensional, i.e., about the intension “the profit in 1987/8”
rather than the extension. Another way to view this is that the latter two assessments are
about the argument/value pairs h1987, 0.992i and h1988, −0.449i. We will make this view
the basis of our treatment of assessment in SACHS: We extend the background ontology by
a set of assessment theories that judge the intended functions in the functional blocks of the
spreadsheet on their functional properties.

4.1

Assessment via Theories and Morphisms

Consider the partial theory graph in figure 5, which we will use to account for the assessments in the examples I to IV above. The figure shows the theories Revenue and Profit
which are part of the background knowledge, the assessed theories ARevenue and AProfit,
and the assessment theories (set in the gray part) that will cover assessment itself.
The theory Assessment
AProfit
provides three concepts: a
generic function fi (used as
Profit
ARevenue
a placeholder for the inπ
tended function of the funcπ:T→R
Revenue
tional block we are assessπ(x)=ρ(x)−γ(x)
ρ
ing), a function av for assessing whether a value in a cell
ρ:T→R
mv : σ, fi 7→ π
md : σ, fi 7→ ρ
is ‘good’, and finally a function ad for assessing whether
AssessValue pos good AssessDom grow good
a function is ‘good’ over a
subdomain.
This generic
∀x∈D.av (fi ,x)⇔fi (x)>0
∀D0 ⊆D.ad (fi ,D0 )⇔asc(fi ,D0 )
theory — note that this does
Assessment
not provide any judgements
D, E, av , ad
yet, only the functions to
...
fi :D→E
judge — is then refined into
...
av :E D ×D→B
concrete assessment theories
ad :E D ×℘(D)→B
by adding axioms that elabwhere B is the set of Boolean values, R is the set of real orate the judgement funcnumbers, and T the set of time intervals (over which profits tions av and ad , which are
then used to provide conare measured). Furthermore, σ := {D 7→ T, E 7→ R}
crete judgement functions to
the assessed theories, via inFigure 5: A Partial Assessment Graph for Profits
terpreting theory morphisms.
The theory AssessValue pos good restricts the interpretation of av so that it assesses
the function fi as ‘good’ on an argument x, iff fi (x) is positive, and the theory AssessDom grow good restricts the interpretation of ad to a function asc to evaluate fi as ‘good’
on a subdomain D0 ⊆ D, iff fi is increasing on D0 . Note that these assessments are still on
the ‘generic function’ fi over a ‘generic domain’ D with a ‘generic range’ in E. These are
made concrete by the theory morphisms mv and md that map these concrete sets and functions into the assessed theories, thereby applying the judgemental axioms in the assessment
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theories in the assessed theories.
Of course theories AssessValue pos good and AssessDom grow good are just chosen to model the examples from the start of this section. A realistic formalization of assessment, would provide a large tool-chest of theories describing the “shape” of the function fi
for knowledge engineers to choose from. With this, providing a judgement about a value
becomes as simple as choosing a cell and an assessment theory: the cell determines the
intended function, with its domain and range and thus the mapping of the theory morphism.
Thus the assessed theory can be constructed automatically by the SACHS system.
In our example we have restricted ourselves to unary functions, but of course it is
very simple to provide assessment theories for any arity that occurs in practice. Moreover, we have only used assessment theories that only refer to inherent properties of the
intended functions (e.g. being monotonically increasing), but many real-world assessments
are context-dependent. E.g. one might want the profit of a German Company to grow more
rapidly than the DAX. This is where the knowledge-based approach we are proposing really
starts to shine: we just add an assessment theory with an axiom
∀t.av (fi , t) ⇔

fi (t)
DAX(t)
>
fi (p(t))
DAX(p(t))

where p(t) is the predecessor time interval of t.

4.2

Multi-Context Assessments and Framing

Note that the assessments above are “author assessments”, since they are supposedly entered
into the background ontology by the spreadsheet author. But the author’s assessment is not
the only relevant one for the user to know: In Example V we have a single explanation that
refers to three different assessments that differ along the role of the “assessor”. Multiple
assessment contexts can be accommodated in our proposed model — any user of the system
can enter assessments. These user assessments can even be stored in a private extension to
the background ontology, if the user does not have write access to the system-provided one.
In fact we can enable multi-context
assessment by just providing the av
and ad functions with another argument that determines a fitting user or
Community of Practice (see [KK06]
AAssessProfit
UAssessProfit
for an introduction to Communities
ϕ
ϕ
of Practice and their reification in the
ϕ
ϕ
Profit
background knowledge). This will
pUUAssess
AAssesspA
generally get us into the situation in
figure 6, where we have an assessment of profits by the author — in
Assess
theory AAssessProfit — and one by
ϕ := σ, f 7→ π and σ as in Figure 5
the user — UAssessProfit (we have
abstracted from the internal structure
Figure 6: Multi-Context Assessment
of the theories). The dashed arrow is
the (functional) interpretation that maps the functional block to the author-assessed theory.
In the framing-based user interface put forward in [KK09d] we use theory morphisms
as framings and provide frame-based exploration of variants. In this example the canonical
frame (the identity morphism from AAssessProfit to itself) can be generalized to the frame
pA with source theory Assess, which spans a frame variant space that includes the frame
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pU and thus the user assessment, which the user can choose to explore this assessment.
Needless to say, this works for any number of assessments (private or public).

5

The Envisioned Assessment Extension in SACHS

We will now show how assessments can be made useful for the
user. As the assessments are bound to (the intended function of)
a functional block, we extend the context menu with entries for
all assessment functions. On the left we assume a right mouse
click on the cell [B17] to show the context menu with the two
assessment functions av and ad .
When the “Assess Values of
fBlock” entry is selected SACHS
is put into a special “assessment
mode”, which brings assessment information to the user’s attention. In
the background the SACHS system
determines the version of the av axiom inherited by the AProfit, translates it into an Excel formula, and
evaluates it to obtain the judgements.
Here the axiom is ∀t.av (π, t) ⇔
π(t) > 0, and it is evaluated on all
Figure 7: Assess the Values
cells in the functional block, resulting in the values t, t, t, t, f , which SACHS color-codes as shown in figure 7 to warn the user
of any cells that get a negative judgement.
At the same time, the assessment mode extends the explanatory labels by explanations texts from the background ontology. Selecting the menu element “Assess Domain
of fBlock” gives the result in figure 8.
But as the assessments are synchronized with the assessed theories in the background
theory graph, we can also analyze the assessments for possible causes. Recall that profits
are defined as the difference between revenues and expenses, it makes sense to trace assessments through the dependency graph provided by the SACHS system for understanding the
definitional structure of the spreadsheet concepts.
Note that this analysis is anchored to the cell: Figure 9 shows
the definitional graph for the negatively assessed cell [F17] for the
profits in the year 1988.
Here
the revenues are also negatively
assessed (color-coded red in the
definitional graph), so the problem might be with the revenues.
Note as well that this graph cannot
be used for a causal analysis, as the
Figure 8: Assess the Domain
arrows here still definitional dependency relations. We conjecture that causal analysis knowledge can transparently be included
in the background ontology and can be made effective for the user in a similar interface. But
we leave this for further research.
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Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper we have reported an
evaluation of the SACHS system, a
semantic help system for a financial controlling system, via a (postfacto) “Wizard of Oz” experiment.
The immediate results of this are
twofold. The experiment basically
validates the Semantic Illustration
approach implemented in the SACHS
system: The availability of explicitly represented background knowledge resulted in a dramatic increase
of the explanations that could be delivered by the help system. But the
experiment also revealed that signifFigure 9: Assess all Values
icant categories of explanations are
still systematically missing from the current setup, severely limiting the usefulness of the
system. We have tried to extend the background ontology with a model of assessment to
see whether the Semantic Illustration paradigm is sufficiently flexible to handle assessment.
The proposed model shows that this is indeed the case, but still has various limitations.
For instance, the need to pollute the background ontology with one new theory per assessment theory, where each assessed theory seems somewhat unnatural, intractable and largely
empty. Also, we lack a convincing mechanism for coordinating the exploration of assessment variants: In our example in figure 1, if we change the assessment of a profit value, we
would like to change that of the respective revenue cell to a corresponding assessment.
Finally, we have only talked about Assessment of Value explanations in this paper.
It seems that we can model Purpose and Assessment of Purpose explanations with a
similar construction as the one proposed in section 4: We start out with a base assessment
theory which provides an assessment function like av , which acts on a generic intended
function fi of the functional block in question, but instead of mapping into Boolean values,
it maps into a set of purposes and tasks formalized in a ‘task ontology’ by which we would
extend the background ontology. This might also make it possible to generate explanations
for assessments in SACHS.
But there is also another
avenue for further research:
We have not made full use
of the data from the “Wizard of Oz” experiment in section 3. In figure 10 we compute the correlations between
the explanation types. The cooccurrences seem particularly
interesting: as Definition is
the dominating type, then the
others occur relatively infrequently (from 17.9% to 50%)
Figure 10: Explanation Dependencies
in the first group and the bar
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for Definition is relatively constant in the other clusters. The only exception to this is in
the Assessment of Purpose cluster, where the co-occurrence is unusually high. Another
interesting observation is that for all explanation types the co-occurrence with the Definition level is highest — except for the Purpose level. Here, the Assessment of Value
statements appear more frequently than the ones of type Definition.
It seems that the distribution in figure 10 might tell us something about aggregation of
explanation types in help systems. To make progress on this we might try to ask: “Given
an explanation on some level, then what else knowledge is needed or useful (according to
an expert)?”. In the absence of a criterion for differentiating between necessary knowledge
and voluntarily supplied knowledge in our experiment, we might take the fact that a cooccurrence above 60% seems to be an obvious critical amplitude in this tabulation as an
indicator that two explanation types are ‘needed or useful’ for each other.
We plan to study these relationships further; if these can be corroborated in other studies and other spreadsheet-based applications, then we will fine-tune our text aggregation
algorithm for the dependency graph interface in figure 2 to volunteer the experimentally
correlated explanation types.
Finally, we observe that the Semantic Illustration paradigm is neither restricted to the
system Excel nor to the financial controlling domain. Unfortunately, the discussion and its
consequences are beyond the scope of this paper, but was carried out elsewhere.
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